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APPLICABLE SERVICES

PACKING RECOVERY
Recover this product with Rotom
and maximize re-usage of packaging

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

Wooden Pallet 1200x800x127 mm - ISPM 15, 750 kg

SKU 15291HTKD

This wooden pallet has the dimensions 1200x800x127 mm. This pallet
has a dynamic load capacity of 750 kg. Its own weight is 13.7 kg

TECHNICAL DATA

Type
One way pallets, Pallets for high
rack

Outside dimension lenght 1200

Outside dimension width 800

Outside dimension height 120

Static load 1500

Dynamic load 650

Status New

Product new

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wooden pallet 1200x800x127 mm - 3 skids

This wooden pallet has the dimensions 1200x800x127 mm. The
dynamic load capacity of the pallet is +/- 750 kg and the static load
capacity is +/- 1500 kg. The pallet has seven top planks, three
intermediate planks, nine bobbins and three bottom planks. The planks
and blocks have a width of 78 mm. The space between the bobbin and
the planks is filled by a thickness of 17 mm. The planks are 17 mm thick
and the bobbins are 75 mm thick. The total volume is 0.021m 3 .

This pallet is ISPM15 and kiln dried in certified drying treatment rooms
for wooden packaging. The ISPM15 certification makes it possible to
transport the pallet outside the European Union. The pallet is equipped
with 3 skids and can be approached from 4 sides by means of a pallet
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truck or forklift.

Moreover, our pallets are super easy to convert into a pallet box, which
offers optimal protection to your products. View the matching add-on
edges 1200x800 mm and lids 1200x800 mm for this type of pallet.

In our blog ' the pallet signpost ' you can find more information about the
different types of pallets we offer! This describes the characteristics per
type of pallet and their specific advantages and disadvantages.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/wooden-pallet-1200x800x127-mm-ispm-15-750-
kg-15291HTKD
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